This note is intended as an addendum to the paper [2 ] with which we presuppose familiarity.
Vidav [3] has observed that if condition (3) of [2] is satisfied: (3) there exists a sequence of polynomials pn such that lim pn(u)K(u) = 1, I pn(u)K(u) \ g C, -«><«<«>, n-»<o then {u"K(u)]q is fundamental in C0(-«>, °°), unless 1/K(z) is an entire function.
Unfortunately this criterion is defective in that it leaves in an inconclusive position such functions as K(u)=e~u*, K(u)=sech u whose reciprocals are entire, which satisfy the condition (3) , and yet which are known to give rise to fundamental sets {unK(u)}. In this note we present a sharper criterion which leaves in this indecisive state a smaller class of functions. Similarly this inequality can be proved for the sector |x-6\ ^x/4, which completes the proof of the theorem.
